April 18, 2020
Bowl TO Impact a Child
Impact Mentoring Inc.
1 South Main Street
Madisonville, KY 42431
P.O. Box 305

SPONSORSHIP INFORMATION

Underwriter
- The business that raises the most money including corporate and bowler contributions will be given the title “Underwriter” until the following year’s Bowl to Impact a Child.

Platinum Sponsor: Financial Contribution of $3000+
- Your business’ name as well as a link to your businesses website will appear on the Impact Mentoring Inc. website.
- Your business will be recognized in all Agency Newsletters.
- Your business will receive recognition at all Agency Events.
- Your business’ name will appear inside and outside the Bowling Alley the day of Bowl to Impact a Child.
- Your business’ name and logo will appear on all Bowl to Impact a Child printed material - Sponsor Signs, Flyers, T-Shirts, etc.

Gold Sponsor: Financial Contribution of $2000-$2999
- Your business name will appear on our website.
- Your business will be recognized in all Agency Newsletters
- Your business will receive recognition at all Agency Events.
- Your business’ name will appear inside the Bowling Alley the day of Bowl to Impact a Child.
- Your business’ name and logo will appear on all Bowl to Impact a Child printed material – Sponsor Signs, Flyers, T-Shirts, etc.

Match Maker: Financial Contribution of $1000-$1999
- Your business’ name will be recognized in all Agency Newsletters.
- Your business will receive recognition at all Agency Events.
- Your business’ name will appear inside the Bowling Alley the day of Bowl to Impact a Child.
- Your business’ name will appear on all Bowl to Impact a Child printed material - Sponsor Signs, Flyers, T-Shirts etc.

Match Supporter: Financial Contribution of $500-$999
- Your business will receive recognition at all agency Events.
- Your business’ name will appear inside the Bowling Alley the day of Bowl to Impact a Child.
- Your business’ name will appear on all Bowl to Impact a Child printed material - Sponsor Signs, Flyers, T-Shirts etc.

Mentor Friend: Any Financial Contribution
- Your business’ name will appear inside the Bowling Alley the day of Bowl to Impact a Child.
- Your business’ name will appear on all Bowl to Impact a Child printed material - Sponsor Signs, Flyers, etc.

Sponsor: In-Kind
- Your business’ name will appear on all Bowl to Impact a Child printed material - Sponsor Signs, Flyers, T-Shirts etc.